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Abstract
Personal data is often collected, processed and utilized without the knowledge of the information system’s user. With regard to the enormous value of personalized data for companies as well as consumers’
tendency to unreflectively disclose their data, privacy
concerns have been an essential topic for researchers
since the mid-1990s. However, established research
models of wearable IS-technologies are inadequate to
comprehensively investigate the issue of privacy and
its effects on acceptance variables. Therefore, the following study aims to empirically validate a research
model which considers privacy concerns as a central
construct in predicting the actual usage of fitness
trackers. The results of our investigation underline the
vital role of privacy concerns for the acceptance of fitness trackers and imply that the current providers’ advertising is insufficient in meeting the consumers’
needs.

1. Introduction
Latest scandals of Facebook and Google have shattered the consumer’s trust in using IS, particularly
showing doubt in an appropriate and reasonable usage
and storage of personal data. In contrast to most economic exchanges, individuals are usually not able to
estimate the quality and performance characteristics of
the IS they use. Nevertheless, research reveals that individuals are concerned about their privacy and that
they are cautious regarding the collection and use of
their personal data [13].
Fitness Trackers (FTs) are an IS which gathers
highly sensitive and therefore extremely valuable personalized body data, such as heart frequency and activity level. These self-tracking devices can be worn
on the body, interact with multi-sensor platforms on
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the Internet of Things and collect data about daily activities, exercise and vital body data [21]. The user
profiles, which are developed out of the data can be
particularly interesting for health insurance companies, who already incentivize by granting subsidies or
even mandate the use of FTs. Previous research has
focused mainly on the technological aspects and only
few studies have addressed the problem of privacy issues [e.g. 17]. Therefore, Kalantari [28] explicitly encouraged further research to gain a deeper understanding of adoption antecedents such as privacy concerns
in the field of wearable technology. Additionally, the
scope of current research has been limited to the investigation of intention to use rather than actual adoption.
Consequently, our study endeavors to close these research gaps.
To widen the scope of current research, this study
addresses the call for a unified research model and
merges the APCO (Antecedents - Privacy - Concerns
- Outcomes) model [48] with an enhanced Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) [10], thereby combining
the two prevailing research models of their respective
domains. Herein, we seek to validate the consumers’
privacy concerns as a second-order construct, which is
supported by established literature regarding privacy
[e.g. 34, 50]. Furthermore, we derive novel theoretical
contributions regarding the relationship between privacy concerns and subjective norms in the domain of
FTs. As our knowledge of FTs is largely based on the
evaluation of the consumer’s intention to use such devices, this study aims to evaluate the underlying rationale of building attitudes, which lead to intention
and finally to the actual usage of wearable technology.
To develop useful practical implications, we analyzed
the contents of the websites of five FT providers in
Germany and compared, if the communicated aspects
of their marketing strategy are consistent with the recommendations gained from the results of our investigation. Our findings offer vital options of improvement for current marketing concepts, which for the
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most part do not appropriately consider privacy aspects in their communication strategy.

2. Relevant Work
2.1 Fitness Trackers and Technology Acceptance
Researchers in the field of FTs regularly referred
to established acceptance models such as the TAM, the
Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology
(UTAUT) proposed by Venkatesh et al. [61] as well as
various extensions of these models. The TAM and
UTAUT have been shown to achieve satisfactory predictive power when evaluating the benefits of FT devices [e.g. 27, 63]. A few studies considered a combination of established acceptance models such as TAM
and UTAUT in the domain of IS [59, 64]. Due to the
special context of FTs, researchers investigated the
impact of social factors, as the usage of novel technologies can help individuals improve their image and
differentiate them from other members of their peer
group [6]. Gao et al. [17] as well as Wu et al. [63] were
able to confirm the importance of social influence on
the acceptance of wearable fitness devices. Furthermore, past studies have integrated barriers against using wearable technologies, such as lack of trust [23],
performance risks [68] as well as security and privacy
concerns [e.g. 36] into their research models. Privacy
issues are of particular importance, as their impact on
the intention to use is twofold: For one thing, they directly affect the consumer’s intention to use a given
technology [13, 48], and for another, they have a negative impact on the mediating factor of trust [23],
which consequently dampens the intention to use. Due
to the special characteristics of FTs, an integration of
privacy constructs into traditional acceptance models
is crucial, as this essential barrier is not well understood in the field of wearable technology [28].

2.2 Privacy research
As this study investigates the acceptance of FTs, it
focuses on the dimension of information privacy and
refers to information that is individually identifiable or
describes the private informational spheres of an individual [48]. According to economic theory and the notion of privacy as a tradeable asset [49], users do not
disclose their data unless they expect it to yield personal benefits. In literature, this cost-benefit analysis
is described as the privacy calculus [e.g. 12]. According to the privacy calculus, “individuals are assumed
to behave in ways that they believe will result in the
most favorable net level of outcomes” [51]. Therefore,

users are supposed to undertake an anticipatory, rational weighing of risks as well as benefits and make
fully informed decisions when being confronted to disclose personal information [9, 34].
A central aspect to numerous empirical research
studies on privacy is the construct of privacy concerns
[e.g. 30]. Therefore, almost all empirical privacy studies in social sciences are based on privacy concerns as
a privacy-related proxy to measure information privacy [3, 48]. As privacy concerns emerged as the central measurement in privacy research, the three most
important macro-models in privacy research set them
as their central construct for the explanation of privacy
behavior [3, 32, 48]. As both domains, research of
technology acceptance and privacy research, call for a
corresponding extension of their existing research
models for the investigation of FTs [13, 28], this paper
provides a novel approach by merging TAM and
APCO. In the next chapter, we review both models.

3. Theoretical Framework and Model Development
3.1 An enhanced Technology Acceptance
Model
The TAM theorizes that the effects of external variables such as system characteristics and development
processes on the intention to use are mediated by the
two variables “perceived ease of use” and “perceived
usefulness” (PU) [10, 60]. Both factors relate to the
individual’s attitude towards using a technological
system (AT). Furthermore, the factors affect the behavioral intention (IU), which then impacts the actual
use [40]. In the field of health information and wearable technology, which includes FTs, the TAM provides the basis for most studies [18, 28] as a multitude
of researchers have drawn upon the model for their investigation on the adoption of wearable devices [e.g.
17, 29].
Venkatesh and Davis [60] enhanced the original
TAM to the so-called TAM 2 by integrating the variable “subjective norm” (SN). This integration is supported by theory of reasoned action (TRA) [14]. Consequently, we integrated the variable “subjective
norm”, which plays a vital role in the context of wearable technology [e.g. 17, 28]. However, there is not
only a social desire when an individual is evaluating
whether to adopt FTs. Personal health information is
an extremely sensitive subject for the vast majority of
the population. The influence of privacy concerns
(PC) on a consumer’s adoption of this technology appears highly relevant, as most FT services lack privacy
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policies and those that do are not transparent [53]. Although these concerns have been researched extensively for IS [3, 32, 48] and have been shown to be
associated with technology acceptance [2, 57], their
connection to the TAM has not been investigated as
thoroughly.

3.2 The APCO Model
Regarding the three overarching macro models in
privacy research, the most popular work has been done
by Smith et al. [48]. The so-called APCO model is divided into three main categories: Antecedents (A), Privacy Concerns (PC) and Outcomes (O). Smith et al.
[48] also identified privacy concerns as the main construct in privacy research and these concerns are examined in the literature as both a dependent and independent variable.
One variable which has been proposed as an outcome of privacy concerns is trust. Various Studies indicate the significance of trust especially in the presence of uncertainty, for instance, regarding the usage
of personal data [e.g. 41, 47]. A lower level of privacy
concerns goes in line with increased trust and impacts
the outcome of privacy decisions [35, 67]. Consequently, including the trust in operator (TO) variable
into our TAM-based model is necessary and consistent
with various research in the field of privacy [e.g. 13,
48] as well with acceptance research of health information technology [e.g. 4].
Another construct, which is affected by privacy
concerns is the privacy calculus [48]. Herein, individuals deliberate on the risks involved and the potential
benefits received when deciding to disclose personal
information [12]. The privacy calculus is therefore an
individual trade-off between privacy-related risks and
benefits. Both constructs, the privacy calculus and
trust are proposed to affect privacy behavior according
to the APCO [48].

3.3 Merging TAM and APCO
With the combination of the TAM 2 [10, 60] and
the APCO model [48], our research contributes to the
rising debate on privacy issues regarding the use of
self-tracking devices. We applied the construct of privacy concerns as a core antecedent to form the privacy
calculus in our research model. According to APCO,
it is reasonable to assume that privacy concerns reflect
individual privacy risks, herein forming one part of the
privacy calculus [12]. For the benefit-aspect of the privacy calculus, we used the TAM variable perceived
usefulness. Both constructs are proposed to affect the
individual’s attitude towards using FT devices,
thereby specifying the privacy calculus of the APCO
model through the assessment of attitude in the TAM.
The individual’s attitude, which reflects an evaluation
of privacy risks and benefits, affects the intention to
use according to the TAM. This is also consistent with
the APCO model, indicating that the privacy calculus
impacts behavioral reactions, such as the disclose of
personal information. As the usage of FTs is inevitably
correlated with the disclosure of personal information
for most devices, it is a sensible approach to replace
the behavioral reactions of APCO through intention to
use of TAM in the context of FTs.
Through the combination of the APCO model and
the TAM 2, we identified new path structures, which
were not proposed in each of the original models. First,
the original TAM 2 did not include trust, which is an
essential element according to the APCO framework.
Second, the APCO did not include subjective norm,
which is proposed as an important factor in TAM 2.
This begs the question, how both constructs can be integrated into a coherent research model, which will be
discussed in the following chapter.
Consequently, our study follows the call for research from Kalantari [28] and sheds new light on the
existing literature by delving deeper into privacy concerns as a vital adoption antecedent. Additionally, we

Figure 1. Proposed research model
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gain a comprehensive understanding of the relationship between privacy concerns, subjective norms and
the behavioral reaction, which Kalantari [28] also
identified as a research gap. The construct privacy
concerns is established appropriately as a second-order latent construct and consists of collection (CO),
awareness (AW), data sensitivity (DS) and global information privacy concerns (GC). Our suggested
framework can be seen in Figure 1.

4. Hypotheses
Regarding the hypotheses, we focused on the connections between APCO and TAM, as the hypotheses
of TAM and APCO are well established by previous
investigations. According to TAM [10], we propose:
H1: The behavioral intention to use FTs positively affects the actual usage of FTs.
H2: The attitude toward using FTs positively affects the behavioral intention to use FTs.
H3: Perceived usefulness has a positive influence
on the attitude towards FTs.
H4: Perceived ease of use positively affects the attitude towards FTs.
H5: Perceived ease of use positively affects perceived usefulness.
As mentioned above, Venkatesh and Davis [60]
suggested the integration of subjective norm into the
TAM 2. The TAM 2 bases its hypotheses on the TRA
[14] and the subsequent theory of planned behavior
(TPB) [1], which propose that subjective norms have
a direct influence on intention to use. Herein, subjective norms refer to perceived rules of conduct that are
built through compliance, internalization and identification mechanisms and shared by a reference group [1,
14, 60]. The rationale for a direct correlation between
subjective norm and intention to use can be explained
by perceived social pressure (compliance) or affiliation motivation (identification). Within the context of
FTs, people may feel a social pressure to be physically
fit and consequently use FTs regardless of their attitude towards such devices. Regarding the identification mechanism, people may intend to use a FT device
just to feel more integrated into their social environment, even if they are not keen toward the usage or its
consequences themselves [60]. Previous studies confirmed the positive impact of social influence on the
intention to adopt FTs [17].
Whereas the proposed direct effect of subjective
norm on intention in TRA and TPB is based on compliance and identification, the internalization mechanism indicates an indirect relationship between subjective norm and intention to use through attitude. Here,
internalization is described as an “influence to accept
information from another as evidence about reality”

[11]. That means, that individuals incorporate their
referent’s belief structure into their own belief structures [60]. The social expectation that one should intend on using a technology can enhance someone’s
view of the technology’s value [46]. In the context of
FTs, individuals would likely internalize the advice of
important sporty friends and shape their attitude about
FTs accordingly. Regarding these arguments, we hypothesize:
H6: Subjective norm positively affects the attitude
towards FTs.
H7: Subjective norm positively affects the intention to use FTs.
The use of FTs requires consumers to share vulnerable body data with the provider of the FT or the connected service. Herein, consumers generally assume
that a trusted service provider will act in a socially responsible manner and not take advantage of their vulnerabilities [19] such as the abuse of personal data.
Consequently, consumers with a high level of trust are
less likely to assume that service providers will take
advantage of their data and therefore evaluate the attitude towards FTs more positively. Regarding the exchange of personal data, Shin [47] was able to confirm
a positive correlation between trust and attitude towards using social network sites. In the context of fitness apps, Beldad and Hegner [4] already confirmed a
positive relationship between trust in the app developer and perceived usefulness, which is correlated to
an individual’s attitude according to the TAM. Thus,
we propose the following hypothesis:
H8: Perceived trust positively affects the attitude
towards FTs.
Users of FTs have to disclose sensitive personal
data [25]. As monitoring of personal information is
ubiquitous, the concerns about information privacy are
growing. Current research states that privacy concerns
have a direct impact on privacy behavior [48]. Additionally, privacy concerns affect privacy-related risks,
which directly impact privacy behavior [48]. Consequently, privacy concerns reflect the risk-related part
of the privacy calculus, which is measured as attitude
towards FTs, assessing an evaluative predisposition to
the behavior as a function of its determinant personal
consequences [14]. Therefore, high privacy concerns
result in a tentative appraisal regarding FTs and in a
more negative attitude towards FTs. Consequently, we
hypothesize:
H9: Privacy concerns negatively affect the attitude
towards FTs.
The relationship between privacy concerns and
trust has been extensively investigated and is proposed
in the APCO model [48]. Consequently, we hypothesize:
H10: Privacy concerns negatively affect trust.
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Kalantari [28] claims that further research in the
domain of FTs should be conducted in order to identify
how privacy concerns are mediated by social norms.
However, previous findings indicate that subjective
norms will influence individual beliefs such as privacy
concerns. Privacy concerns, as an individual’s evaluation about the potential for a loss associated with personal information [42], are likely to be an issue which
will be discussed with important others. The variable
subjective norm refers to the opinion of significant
others about, for instance, the usage of FTs. According
to the Social Identity Theory [54], people tend to classify themselves as in-group members. Individuals
compare themselves to the in-group [54, 62], which
herein exerts influence on the individual’s belief structure. Consequently, if the social system is likely to recommend FTs, individuals are likely to adopt the positive beliefs of important others and lower their privacy
concerns regarding FTs. This rationale is consistent
with the self-categorization theory of Turner [58], proposing that people use the reference group’s opinion
to create a picture of reality, which is consistent with
their social identity. This implies that the social opinion leads to an adjustment of individual belief structures until these beliefs are consistent with the corresponding group norms. In the context of FTs, individuals would link their privacy concerns to the recommendation of others and adjust their privacy issues towards these devices accordingly. Consequently, we
hypothesize:
H11: Privacy concerns negatively affect subjective
norm.

5. Operationalization and Data Collection
All constructs in this paper have been adapted from
previously validated studies. We adjusted the original
TAM variables “perceived ease of use”, “perceived
usefulness”, “attitude towards using” and “intention to
use” [10, 29, 61] for the context of FTs. Regarding the
extension of the TAM, we used items of Gefen et al.
[20] to assess “trust” and the items of Venkatesh and
Davis [60] to evaluate “subjective norm”. To examine
privacy concerns in an appropriate manner, we based
our model on the Internet users’ information privacy
concerns (IUIPC) of Malhotra et al. [34]. Although
this construct has not been used extensively in previous research [3], it has been shown to be more profound at explaining variance than the often used “concern for information privacy” (CFIP) [34]. According
to Malhotra et al. [34], privacy concerns are established as a second-order construct entailing “collection”, “control”, and “awareness”. Herein, collection
“captures the central theme of equitable information
exchange based on the agreed social contract” [34].

The variable “control” “represents the freedom to
voice an opinion or exit” and the factor “awareness”
“indicates understanding about established conditions
and actual practices” [34]. Malhotra et al. [34] additionally used the factor “global information privacy
concerns” which we adjusted for FTs and included in
the second-order construct “privacy concerns”. Furthermore, we considered the high sensitivity of the collected physical fitness data and therefore integrated the
variable “data sensitivity,” which we adapted from
Mohamed and Ahmad [37]. For actual usage, we applied a binary interval of Bhattacherjee [5].
To collect data we used an online survey, which
took place from February 22nd to March 12th, 2018,
in Germany. We used convenience sampling on social
media to reach participants and systematic sampling
by posting our questionnaire on social media groups
for sports students to particularly reach adopters of
FTs. In total, 773 subjects participated in our study and
due to our control questions, a total of 582 questionnaires could be evaluated. 50.5 percent of the 17- to
65-year-old participants were female and 49.5 percent
were male. We noted that predominantly younger people participated in the corresponding survey, with an
M age = 29.9. Our sample shows a high educational
level with more than 50 percent of the subjects having
attained a university degree. Regarding the usage of
FTs, 46.7 percent of our sample currently use FTs and
53.3 percent do not use FT devices.

6. Results
6.1 Measurement model
To confirm the reliability and validity of our
scales, we tested Cronbach’s alpha, composite reliability, convergent validity as well as discriminant validity. An exploratory factor analysis confirmed the assumed one-dimensionality of our variables. All constructs exceed the recommended threshold value of
0.70 [38] for Cronbach’s alpha. Convergent validity
was assessed on the basis of factor loadings, composite
reliability and average variance extracted. Factor loadings should be over 0.5, composite reliabilities over
0.8 and the minimum for the average variance extracted is 0.5. All the criteria for convergent validity
were met. However, we had to delete the first item of
subjective norm due to its low loading (.590) to reach
the recommended level of 0.8 for composite reliability. Regarding discriminant validity, it is equal to the
approach Fornell and Larcker [15] to illustrate discriminant validity by showing that the square roots of the
AVEs are greater than the corresponding off-diagonal
inter-construct correlations [24]. This criteria was met
for our data. Hu and Bentler [26] suggest combining
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the Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), the Incremental Fit Index (IFI), the Comparative Fit Index (CFI) as well as
the Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR)
to validate the model. The TLI = .947, IFI = .954, CFI
= .954 and the SRMR = .061 indicates a good measurement model fit. Due to the use of a single method
(online survey), we tested for common method bias.
Herein, we integrated a common latent factor to capture the common variance among all observed variables [43]. The comparison of the standardized regression weights from the model without the latent factor
did not show significant differences to the model with
the integrated latent factor, indicating that common
method bias was not a great concern.

6.2 Structural model and hypothesis test
The same model fit indices were used to validate
the structural model and showed a satisfactory level.
We also controlled for age and gender. The TLI = .929,
IFI = .938, CFI = .937 and the SRMR = .086, which
indicates a good model fit, except for the SRMR.
However, the SRMR is near to the strict recommended
threshold of Hu and Bentler [26] and can be considered acceptable.
The analysis of the structural equation model revealed that nearly all proposed hypotheses were significant, except the effects of EOU, rejecting H4. The
summary of our evaluation can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of the hypothesis test.
Variable

Β

SE B

C .R.

β

P

H1: IU  AU
H2: ATT  IU
H3: PU  ATT
H4: PEU  ATT
H5: PEU  PU
H6: SN  ATT
H7: SN  IU
H8: TO  ATT
H9: PC  ATT
H10: PC  TO
H11: SN  PC

.183
1.292
.280
.044
.165
.253
.152
.171
-.417
-.363
-.219

.008
.058
.028
.041
.072
.036
.043
.043
.058
.057
.068

22.978
22.289
9.888
1.067
2.276
7.037
3.561
4.028
-7.147
-6.313
-3.207

.691
.793
.388
.039
.107
.286
.105
.158
-.351
-.331
-.166

<.001***
<.001***
<.001***
n.s.
<.05**
<.001***
<.001***
<.001***
<.001***
<.001***
<.001***

Note: B = unstandardized coefficient, SE B = standard error B, C.R = critical ratio, β = standardized coefficient, p =
p-value (* p < .1;** p < .05; *** p < .001; n.s. = not significant).

7. Discussion
7.1 Theoretical implications
Following the call for research to combine privacy
with behavioral reaction by integrating the TAM into
the APCO was validated as a promising approach, as
shown by the result of the satisfactory fit of our model.
Consequently, this study has several major contributions to theory. The integration of privacy concerns
into an acceptance model for wearable devices widens
the scope of current research, as this essential barrier
has not yet been considered by most investigations
[e.g. 7, 8, 29]. Gao et al. [17] investigated the impact
of privacy-related barriers on the intention to adopt
healthcare wearable devices. However, they did not
establish privacy concerns as a second-order construct,

which limits the contribution of their outcomes. Validating this construct in a suitable manner is vital and
established literature regarding privacy explicitly emphasized the need to validate this construct as a second-order factor [e.g. 34, 50, 66]. We based our construct on the second-order factor IUIPC of Malhotra et
al. [34], as this factor has been shown to explain more
variance of a person’s willingness to transact than the
CFIP and is being underutilized by current investigations [3]. The IUIPC construct was adapted due to the
special context of FTs and could be evaluated as a second-order latent construct consisting of the first-order
factors “collection”, “awareness”, “global information
privacy concerns” and “data sensitivity”.
Second, the influence of subjective norm is particularly interesting in the context of FTs considering the
growing social pressure and fitness trend on social media. The effect of subjective norm on intention to use
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is partially mediated through the consumer’s attitude.
The direct impact on attitude can be explained by an
underlying internalization mechanism. Consequently,
a person internalizes the advice of other persons within
their social system and integrates this advice to shape
an individual attitude. This effect was illustrated to a
high level within our sport-affine sample, as French
and Raven [16] emphasize a strong social influence for
persons with special knowledge or proficiency in a
particular domain. The underlying rationale for a direct relationship between subjective norm and the intention to use FTs is likely to be a result of an identification or compliance mechanism. Consequently, persons will intend to use FTs due to social pressure or to
establish or maintain a social relationship to another
individual, without building a positive attitude towards
such devices.
Furthermore, we were able to shed new light on the
relationship between privacy concerns and subjective
norm in the context of FTs. Kalantari [28] encourages
researchers to close this research gap and explain how
privacy concerns are mediated by social norms. We
identified that subjective norms have a negative influence on privacy concerns, confirming that individuals
adjust their belief structure regarding privacy as a result of their reference group’s opinion. This result underlines the vital role of subjective norms in the domain of FT devices. Additionally, the establishment of
subjective norm as an antecedent of privacy concerns
enriches the scarce literature on the left-hand side of
the APCO model, viewing privacy concerns as a dependent variable [48].
Third, we contribute to the long-running debate of
perceived usefulness being mediated by attitude rather
than showing a directly influencing intention to use. A
direct relationship between usefulness and intention
was proposed by Davis [10] in the original TAM,
where people performed a behavior in order to increase their job performance. In such organizational
settings, people may perform a behavior just to increase their job performance regardless of whether
their attitude towards the behavior is positive or negative. However, as the usage of FTs is voluntary, we
followed the assumption of Fishbein and Ajzen [14]
that individual beliefs affect behavior only via an indirect influence on attitude.
Surprisingly, the TAM’s variable perceived ease of
use did not show a direct significant effect on the attitude towards FTs. An explanation for this somewhat
astounding result is given by Venkatesh et al. [61],
who identified that perceived ease of use will only
show a significant influence on attitude in the initial
stage of technology adoption. Regarding the wide
adoption of FTs within our sample as well as the high
level of sport involvement, these devices cannot be

considered novel anymore. We also assume that the
age of our sample might be a rationale for the missing
effect of ease of use on attitude. As we analyzed predominantly Digital Natives and therefore a younger
and affine group for new technologies [39, 44], ease of
use might not be very relevant to this target group. Additionally, other research regarding wearable technology was not able to confirm significant effects of ease
of use on attitude either [e.g. 7, 8].
However, and contrary to other research [e.g. 7, 8,
29], we investigated actual behavior instead of only referring to the consumer’s intention to use FTs. Although previous studies in IS identified intention to be
a powerful predictor of actual behavior [e.g. 55], some
researchers [e.g. 52] have expressed concerns about
the predictive ability of intention. Our results confirm
that intention is a powerful predictor of actual adoption. Furthermore, an investigation of actual behavior
benefits practitioners and enables us to develop appropriate recommendations.

7.2 Practical implications
In order to develop target-oriented recommendations, we analyzed the contents of the websites and advertising of the five most established FTs in Germany.
Herein, we searched for information regarding the collection and usage of data captured by providers of FTs,
namely “Fitbit”, “Garmin”, “Samsung”, “Polar” and
“TomTom”. Our analysis did not identify advertising
or communicated content concerning privacy or data
security issues for four of the five providers. As a result, a user of such devices might become skeptical regarding the usage and storage of their data, which aggravates their privacy concerns. Privacy issues do not
only negatively affect the attitude towards using but do
also show a significant negative influence on important predictors of attitude such as trust. Consequently, we strongly recommend the providers of FTs
to establish a compelling marketing message to alleviate the privacy concerns among their current users and
potential customers. Privacy issues can be dampened
by establishing a data protection declaration and an appropriate privacy policy within the company [65]. Xu
et al. [65] identified structural assurances through privacy policy as being a crucial factor to reduce privacy
risks. Fitbit as the only provider included the issue of
privacy concerns into their website and communicated
the security as well as a data protection declaration,
illustrating a promising approach and a competitive
advantage towards the other providers. In this context,
Culnan and Armstrong [9] identified that consumers
are more willing to continue their interactions with a
company when fair information and data practices are
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applied and communicated. Another approach to reduce privacy concerns is the establishment of functional cyber security systems, as privacy issues and
cyber security are related [33]. Systems ensuring data
security should be certified by independent organizations [33] to increase transparency and therefore the
user’s trust.
In line with the related studies of Chuah et al. [8]
and Choi and Kim [7], we could not identify ease of
use to significantly predict the attitude towards FTs.
By analyzing the contents of the five named FT providers, we noticed that TomTom highlights their FTs
to be easy and intuitive to use as well as their compatibility with other smart devices. Instead of the device’s
intuitive use, we recommend a promotion of other aspects such as data security or subjective norm. Both
subjective norm and perceived usefulness show strong
effects on the attitude towards FTs. Furthermore, we
were able to demonstrate that subjective norm positively influences the intention to use FTs and helps to
lower individual privacy concerns. Consequently, people might tend to value and be persuaded by social ties,
such as family and friends [22]. In order alleviate privacy concerns and change attitudes provoking electronic word-of mouth appears to be a powerful instrument [e.g. 31]. Therefore, providers of FTs should provide a platform which allows all users to share, compare and discuss recorded data, if they wish to do so.
Furthermore, an integration into popular social media
platforms should be implemented. The Runtastic fitness application for smartphones is a good example for
sharing recorded fitness data on Facebook [56]. By analyzing the websites of the providers of FTs, we identified that all providers strongly emphasize the usefulness of their devices, which is in line with the results
of our investigation.

7.3 Limitations and further research
We are aware that this research may have some
limitations, which offer opportunities for further research. Our sample focused on the group of Digital
Natives. As this customer group is assumed to be less
careful in disclosing their personal data [45], the results of our study show slight bias compared to the entire German population. Additionally, culture is an antecedent of privacy concerns according to the APCO
model [48]. Cultural aspects can moderate the effects
of our model. Consequently, future research should
apply our model in different cultural contexts to confirm its validity. Furthermore, not all FT devices are
connected to a cloud and some versions can work
without the collection of sensitive data. As we did not

control for this, the results of our study might be biased, as our surveyees might not connect the actual
adoption to the disclosure of sensitive personal data.
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